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Abstract—In September 2018, a consortium of eleven 
European research funding agencies known as cOAlition S 
announced “Plan S,” which requires full and immediate Open 
Access to all research publications stemming from projects 
funded by the agencies. The goal of making research output 
openly available to all has been generally welcomed; however, 
the strict requirements of Plan S, which take effect on January 
1, 2020, have drawn criticisms from various stakeholders. 
Researchers from affected countries considered it a violation of 
their academic freedom, as they will be forced to publish only 
in conforming journals. Publishers, especially those publishing 
high profile journals, claim that it will be impossible to sustain 
their business if forced to convert to Open Access journals and 
to rely solely on article processing charges. Institutions 
operating their own Open Access platforms or Open Access 
repositories view the requirements as well-intended but 
difficult to meet. 

Despite the turmoil, little has been heard from non-Plan S 
countries, especially from non-English speaking countries 
outside Europe. There have been scarcely any comments or 
analyses relating to the impact of Plan S on these non-Plan S 
countries. This paper aims to fill the gap with a thought 
experiment on the impact of Plan S requirements on various 
stakeholders in these non-Plan S countries. 

The analysis concludes that non-Plan S countries are 
indirectly affected by Plan S by being forced to adapt to the 
world standard that Plan S sets forth. As many non-Plan S 
countries lack support for this transition from their respective 
funding agencies, they will be seriously disadvantaged to adapt 
to the new standards. The article processing charge for 
publishing in Open Access journals and the strict requirements 
for Open Access platforms could suppress research output 
from non-Plan S countries and reduce their research 
competitiveness. Local publishers, whose financial position in 
many cases is already precarious, may be forced to shut down 
or merge with larger commercial publishers. As scholarly 
communication is globally interconnected, the author argues 
the need to consider the impact of Plan S on non-Plan S 
countries and explore alternative ways for realizing full and 
immediate OA by learning from local practices. 

This analysis uses Japan as an exemplar of non-Plan S 
countries. Its distinctiveness is specified where applicable. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In September 2018, a consortium of eleven European 
research funding agencies known as cOAlition S announced 
“Plan S,” which requires full and immediate Open Access 
(OA) to all research publications stemming from projects 
funded by the participating agencies [1]. Plan S, which will 
take effect on January 1, 2020, was designed to free users 
and producers of research articles from the high subscription 
cost of academic journals by requiring researchers to publish 
only in compliant Open Access Journals (OAJs) or on 
compliant Open Access Platforms (OAPs). The plan 
explicitly prohibits publishing in so-called hybrid journals, 
which are subscription journals that will make articles openly 
available if the author pays the article processing charges 
(APCs). Hybrid journals are, in general, criticized for 
collecting both subscription fees and APCs for the same open 
access articles, a practice sometimes referred to as double 
dipping; Plan S seeks to eradicate this business practice. In 
contrast to the hybrid journals, the OAJs promoted by Plan S 
will charge only APCs. Moreover, as these APCs can be as 
high as several thousand dollars, the Plan S funding agencies 
promise to cover the cost. They also intend to standardize 
and cap the APCs. 

Guidance on the implementation of Plan S was issued in 
December 2018 [2]. It softened the tone by recognizing 
hybrid journals as an acceptable publishing option so long as 
the journal is covered by a “transformative agreement” that 
includes a clear and time-specific commitment to full OA 
transition. This transformative agreement, which would 
enable scholarly communication to flip the subscription-
based publishing market to OA and APC-based publishing, 
was proposed in OA2020 by the Max Planck Society [3]. 
The agreement, sometimes referred to as the “Publish and 
Read” or “Read and Publish” agreement, combines 
subscription fees and APCs in one contract between 
academic institutions and publishers and requires all 
publications of an institution to be published OA [4]. Having 
major institutions in major countries contract with publishers 
based on the transformative agreement will undoubtedly 
increase the ratio of research articles published OA and 
eventually result in full OA academic publishing with no 
subscription fees. Several European countries sharing the 
vision of OA2020 [5] and US institutions such as the 



University of California [6][7] and MIT[8][9] are in the 
process of negotiating a transformative agreement with 
publishers. 

The guidance noted above provides detailed requirements 
for OA platforms and OA repositories. These requirements 
mainly target the interoperability of publishing platforms, 
mandating that research publications be available in 
machine-readable formats. The recent volume of research 
publications has given rise to the urgent need for text mining 
and visualizing the relations amongst research articles. 
However, the text and bibliographic data of research 
publications are currently in the hands of commercial 
publishers. Plan S aims to free up these data for future 
research publications. Although the stated requirements are 
generally viewed as well-intended, they have been criticized 
as difficult to meet, both technically and operationally. It has 
been estimated that only about 10% of existing OA platforms 
would currently meet the requirements [10]. 

As could be expected, a variety of comments on this bold 
initiative have come from Plan S-affected countries. In 
general, there is agreement with the aim of the plan but 
disagreement with the detailed procedures. There are 
essentially three views: (1) Researchers object to being 
forced to publish in certain journals specified by the plan 
[11]. In response to this objection, the December guidance 
gave way and allowed publication in hybrid journals under 
certain conditions. (2) Publishers object to being forced to 
transition to OAJs and compelled to rely on capped APC 
revenues [12]. In particular, the highly selective journals 
have argued that their high internal cost is the result of 
needing to process a large number of papers to select only 
the most distinctive for publication. Relying solely on APC 
revenues would require APC charges that are unaffordable 
for most individual researchers or funding agencies, and 
capping APC charges would adversely affect quality, as 
highly selective journals would be unable to process a 
sufficient number of articles [13]. (3) OA platforms and OA 
repositories insist that the requirements for the platforms, 
although laudable in their intent, will be difficult to meet 
[10][14]. 

There have been only scarce responses from non-Plan S 
countries, especially those outside Europe. China surprised 
the world when it announced in December 2018 that it would 
act in line with Plan S [15]. The termination of its 
subscription contract by the University of California, which 
attempted to negotiate the transformative agreement with 
publisher Elsevier, impressed many universities in the US 
[16]. Lately, Zambia and Jordan joined Plan S, and the 
African Academy of Sciences (AAS) expressed crucial 
support to Plan S [17][18]. However, there have been 
scarcely any comments or analyses relating to the impact of 
Plan S on non-Plan S countries. 

This paper aims to fill the gap with a thought experiment 
on the impact of Plan S requirements on non-Plan S 
countries. This analysis uses Japan, for which author is 
knowledgeable, as an exemplar of non-Plan S countries. The 
distinctiveness of Japan is specified where applicable. 

II. THOUGHT EXPERIMENT ON THE IMPACT OF PLAN S ON 

NON-PLAN S COUNTRIES AND JAPAN 

This chapter conducts a thought experiment on the impact of 
Plan S requirements on non-Plan S countries. The Plan S 
guidance announced in December 2018 sets forth eleven 
requirements. The impact of each requirement on various 
stakeholders—academic institutions, university libraries, 
researchers, funding agencies, learned societies, and 
publishers—is closely scrutinized here, with particular 
emphasis on the peculiar characteristics of non-Plan S 
countries (Table I).  The insights gained through this analysis 
is described below for each Plan S requirement. 

In this thought experiment, Japan, on which the author is 
knowledgeable, serves as an exemplar of non-Plan S 
countries. As a major, non-English speaking country with a 
high academic profile, Japan has not yet made clear its 
position on Plan S, nor is it likely to do so in the near future.  

1) Aim and Scope 
Plan S aims for the full and immediate OA of 

publications resulting from publicly funded research by 
transforming the existing scholarly publication system into a 
new OA model. It targets all scholarly publications from 
research funded by Plan S members and encourages the 
conversion to OA of research data, preprints, and other 
research output as well. The plan supports the intentions of 
the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment 
(DORA), which asserts that research should be assessed on 
its own merits rather than on the basis of the venue in which 
it is published. 

The overall intention of Plan S for full and immediate 
OA is, in general, supported by all stakeholders. Academic 
institutions, researchers, learned societies, industry, the 
public, and all who have previously been disadvantaged by 
the paywall of academic journals gain full access. 
Researchers receive increased visibility for their research 
publications and funding agencies can enhance the impact of 
their funding and maintain accountability at the same time. 
These benefits would apply in both Plan S and non-Plan S 
countries. Even publishers agree in principle with the goal of 
full and immediate OA, as their mission is to disseminate 
scholarship. However, a number of issues arise at the 
practical level of implementation. The technical and business 
management challenges that publishers face are described in 
the following sections. 

DORA’s pronouncement that research should be assessed 
on its own merits rather than on where it is published is also 
a point on which academic institutions, researchers, and 
learned societies agree. Non-English speaking countries, 
where barriers to publish in “high impact” journals can be 
substantial, will especially benefit from the idea. Researchers 
in non-English speaking countries tend to choose research 
topics that will appeal to international journals rather than 
topics related to solving local issues, since addressing local 
issues generally means a lower probability of acceptance for 
publication in high impact journals. This is not a desirable 
condition, as research output should contribute to human 
well-being rather than simply add to the reputation of an 
article’s author. At the same time, the DORA premise 



potentially harms publishers whose business model includes 
providing quantitative research assessment metrics such as 
the impact factor (IF), number of publications, and citations. 

2) Plan S Compliance 
Plan S requires full and immediate OA for all scholarly 

articles resulting from research funded by coalition members. 
The plan proposes three forms of compliance: (1) publishing 
in OAJs or OAPs; (2) depositing in OA repositories 
scholarly articles that have appeared in a subscription 
journal; and (3) publishing in a hybrid journal, provided that 
the journal commits to a transformative agreement with a 
clear and time-specific path to a full OA transition. Approach 
(1) is strongly recommended. 

The recommendation for publishing strictly in OAJs 
severely restricts the publishing options of researchers [11]. 
It has been estimated that OAJs currently constitute only 
about 10% of all academic journals. In addition, the most 
prestigious journals in most fields are not OAJs [19]. 
Researchers from non-Plan S countries will not face the same 
restrictions. However, if a co-author is living or working in a 
Plan S country, similar restrictions could be imposed. 

The implementation of Plan S could also divide the 
academic community according to where various groups 
publish. This, in turn, may create a double standard in 
disciplines, one for Plan S countries and another for non-Plan 
S countries. An editorial board, usually consisting of 
researchers publishing in the same journal, will reinforce this 
double standard. Although researchers in Plan S countries 
constitute only about 10% of the world’s researchers, if 
China begins to publish mainly in OAJs, as it promised in its 
December 2018 announcement, the divide between these two 
groups will become more pronounced [15]. On the positive 
side, if most subscription and hybrid journals become OAJs 
within the time frame targeted by Plan S, this issue will only 
be of concern during the relatively short transitional period. 
However, a brief transition period seems unlikely. As the 
following sections on technical issues reveal, it will not be 
easy to transform the subscription and hybrid journals to 
OAJs. Assuming that it will require considerable time before 
most of the major journals make the transition, researchers in 
non-Plan S countries will be forced to confront the dilemma 
of whether to publish in a prestigious journal that has less 
visibility or to publish in an OAJ with high visibility but a 
low Impact Factor and without APC support. 

If researchers begin to publish primarily in OAJs, the 
publishers of subscription and hybrid journals will face 
increasing difficulties operating their businesses. Switching 
to OAJs will require significant investment in the 
development of OA platforms. Moreover, the revenue of 
OAJs will come from the APCs generally collected from 
individual authors rather than from the subscription fees paid 
by institutions, which makes for both a more bothersome 
collection process and a less stable revenue stream. The 
highly selective journals, in particular, will find it difficult to 
maintain their business merely from the APCs they collect, 
as their high rejection rates require the processing of a large 
number of articles [13]. Large commercial publishers will 
find it difficult to decide whether to flip to OAJs, as 

researchers in Plan S countries constitute only a small 
portion of all authors submitting articles to journals. On the 
other hand, if countries such as China and the US join Plan S, 
this will provide a major impetus for making the transition 
[7][20]. The issues described here also apply to the 
publishing of learned societies, which may find themselves 
in an even more serious situation, as many of the societies 
use their publishing revenues to maintain other activities for 
the benefit of their communities. 

The issues faced by publishers in Plan S countries do not 
directly affect publishers in non-Plan S countries. However, 
if OA publishing becomes the norm through Plan S 
implementation, even publishers operating outside the Plan S 
countries will be forced to convert to OAJs. As many of the 
local publishers in non-English speaking countries are small 
and on somewhat shaky ground, this could result in a 
shutdown of their business or a merger with a large 
commercial publisher. Converting to OAJs requires 
investment, but not converting could do significant harm to a 
publisher’s business. The publishing arms of learned 
societies in non-English speaking countries will be in an 
even more disadvantaged position because of their general 
lack of resources. 

3) Publication Costs 
Plan S promises to contribute to establishing a fair and 

reasonable APC level. It will also provide APC support for 
researchers in Plan S countries. 

Although researchers working in Plan S countries are 
unhappy at being forced to publish in OAJs, they have no 
financial concerns arising from the Plan S mandate, as the 
funding agencies will support the APCs of publishing 
authors. In contrast, researchers in non-Plan S countries will 
face difficulties should more and more journals flip to OAJs 
that require substantial APCs. Researchers in non-Plan S 
countries, in general, have no supporting schema for 
covering APCs and use their own research budgets to pay the 
charges. As the research budget allocated to researchers is 
typically not large, paying escalating APCs from that budget 
could mean sacrificing research activities in order to publish 
an article (or vice versa). In the case of Japan, roughly 60% 
of researchers work with an annual research budget of under 
500,000 yen (ca. $4500) [21]. Thus, an APC of several 
thousand dollars would be a relatively heavy burden. Of 
course, academic institutions could allocate some or all of 
the journal subscription budget that would be saved to 
support the APCs. However, it will take some time before 
the subscription budget is substantially reduced or eliminated, 
as under the transformative agreement, subscription charges 
component will remain during the transition. Furthermore, 
for more research-intensive institutions, the total annual APC 
budget would likely exceed the current subscription budget. 

Funding agencies in non-Plan S countries are likely to be 
criticized for not providing APCs in the same way as 
agencies in the Plan S countries. However, accumulating 
sufficient funds for APC funding is not an easy task.  

4) Supporting Quality Open Access Journals and 
Platforms 



Plan S promises to support mechanisms for establishing 
OAJs, OAPs, and infrastructures where necessary in order to 
provide routes to OA publication in all disciplines. Such 
support should trigger the establishment of OAJs in Plan S 
countries and countries nearby. 

However, in non-Plan S countries, the lack of such 
support mechanisms is likely to disadvantage local 
publishers as well as the publishing arms of learned societies, 
since Plan S will support OAJs in Plan S countries first. 
Converting a journal to an OAJ requires resources that most 
local publishers lack. Failure to convert will leave local 
publishers with an outdated subscription-based business 
model. Capped APCs will also make it difficult for 
publishers to recover their initial investment. Although the 
APCs in non-Plan S countries would not initially be capped, 
if a standard is set amongst Plan S countries, other countries 
will have to follow. 

In Japan, J-Stage, a government-funded OA platform, is 
available to researchers in all disciplines. Many Japanese 
learned societies use the platform to publish their journals at 
no charge. Japanese-language as well as English-language 
publications are eligible. The platform could be enhanced to 
incorporate journals from countries outside Japan, provided 
that fees are charged and the platform becomes Plan S 
compliant, as described in section II-9. 

5) Timeline 
Plan S is scheduled to take effect on January 1, 2020. 

Many publishers have complained that this is too soon. Non-
Plan S countries are not directly affected by this timeline, but 
the rapid changeover will have some impact. 

6) Review 
Plan S calls for a review of its effects. The main purpose 

of the review is to assess the impact of the transformative 
agreement and the option of providing immediate OA for 
subscription content via open repositories in achieving the 
transition to full and immediate OA. 

Non-Plan S countries are not directly affected by this 
review. However, it might be advisable to take this 
opportunity to review the effects of Plan S on non-Plan S 
countries, especially in light of the ultimate goal of the plan, 
which is to transition to full OA on a global scale.  

7) Compliance and Sanctioning 
Plan S will monitor compliance and sanction non-

compliance through enforcing contractual requirements. 

Non-Plan S countries are not necessarily affected by this 
monitoring and sanctioning. However, if a researcher 
collaborates with another researcher in a Plan S country, 
there might be some impact. Additionally, the way in which 
the sanctions are imposed on the funding agencies in Plan S 
countries, as well as the severity of the sanctions, could 
influence the operational standards of funding agencies in 
non-Plan S countries.  

8) Licensing and Rights 
Plan S requires that authors be in the position to post their 

publications on a compliant platform or in a journal of their 
choice and be able to re-use content in whatever way they 

see fit. For scholarly articles, Plan S requires the use of a 
Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) 4.0 license. 

If the standards set by Plan S become the norm, 
researchers in both Plan S and non-Plan S countries will 
benefit, since authors will retain the copyright of the contents 
of their work. Publishers will be opposed to this, as it will 
hinder their business. Japanese publishers have been, in 
general, more generous with respect to copyrights and 
allowed authors to retain the rights to their works. However, 
as many Japanese publishers are still operating in the print 
medium, they might be opposed to this requirement as well 
once they start operating in digital format.  

9) Open Access Journals and Platforms 
Plan S specifies in detail the compliance criteria for OAJs 

and OAPs. According to these criteria, the OAJs and OAPs 
must be registered in the Directory of Open Access Journals 
(DOAJ). In addition to other general requirements, such as 
the immediate availability of research publications in full OA 
format and the use of a CC BY 4.0 license, Plan S also 
requires that OAJs and OAPs provide APC waivers for 
authors from low-income countries and discounts for authors 
from middle-income countries. The plan also specifies 
mandatory quality criteria, including transparent costing and 
pricing, use of DOI, long-term digital preservation, 
availability of full text in a machine-readable format, linkage 
to underlying data, code, and so on, and high-quality article-
level metadata. Finally, Plan S recommends PIDs for authors, 
funders, grant sources, institutions, etc., in addition to direct 
deposition of publications by publishers and openly 
accessible data on citations. 

These criteria have been criticized as too idealistic to be 
made mandatory. In particular, the quality criteria require 
substantial initial investment and operating costs. Although 
large commercial publishers may be able to meet the 
requirements, smaller publishers may be forced to shut down 
or merge with the larger publishing houses. In fact, it has 
been estimated that only 10% of OAJs are Plan S compatible 
[10]. 

Publishers serving non-Plan S countries do not need to 
comply with these criteria. However, if these criteria become 
the norm, non-compliance becomes problematic in terms of 
findability and research publication citations, which would 
eventually damage the business of the publishers. It is likely 
that publishers in non-Plan S countries will, at some point, be 
forced to comply with the Plan S standards. Japan’s J-Stage 
OA platform is used by the journals of many learned 
societies. However, it does not currently meet the high 
technical standards set by Plan S. It will almost certainly 
have to adapt to the criteria, even if Japan does not formally 
commit to the plan. 

10) Deposition of Scholarly Content in Open Access 
Repositories 

Plan S sets requirements for the OA repositories where 
research publications published in subscription journals are 
to be deposited. Authors and publishers are required to make 
available the final published version of publications with no 
embargo period. CC BY 4.0 licensing is also a requirement. 



The OA repositories must be registered in the Directory of 
Open Access Repositories (OpenDOAR) and must have 
functionalities such as an automated manuscript ingest 
facility, full text stored in the JATS XML format, metadata 
in an interoperable format, the provision of Open API, a QA 
process, continuous availability, and a helpdesk. 

These criteria are criticized for being too idealistic to 
make it a mandatory requirement. OA repositories are, in 
general, operated by university libraries or learned societies 
and work with limited resources. Most OA repositories store 
research publications only as PDF files, and meeting the 
requirement that the full text must be stored as XML files in 
the JATS standard will require major system development. 
Many, if not most, OA repositories lack the financial and 
technical resources to adapt to this standard. Even if the 
system is made XML-compatible, all contents sent to the OA 
repositories by researchers will need to be converted to the 
XML format, which requires human resources. Recognizing 
that most OA repositories, especially those operating in 
developing countries, would be unable to meet the criteria, 
the Confederation of OA Repositories (COAR) argues that 
the required standard is too high [14]. 

Japan has been pursuing green OA and investing heavily 
in institutional repositories. It has more than 800 such 
repositories, making it the No. 1 country in the world by the 
number of institutional repositories according to Open 
DOAR Statistics. The JAIRO Cloud, an institutional 
repository cloud service operated by the National Institute of 
Informatics (NII), contributes to this number by hosting more 
than 460 institutional repositories set up by Japanese 
universities. 

As Japan has not yet adopted Plan S, there is currently no 
need to comply with the plan’s OA repository requirements. 
However, if these requirements to enhance the 
interoperability of institutional repositories become the world 
standard, adaptation to the new standard will be necessary so 
as not to be left out of the international exchange of scholarly 
communications. Institutional repositories hosted in the 
JAIRO Cloud can make the required shift if the system is 
upgraded. However, as most of the institutional repositories 
hosted in the JAIRO Cloud are operated by medium-to-small 
universities, many will lack the human resources needed to 
transform contents to the XML format. Large universities 
that operate institutional repositories on their own will also 
have to make a system upgrade and convert contents to the 
XML format. Even there, both the financial and human 
resources necessary for such a change will be difficult to 
acquire.  

11) Transformative Agreement 
Plan S views the transformative agreement as a means to 

transform hybrid journals to OAJs. It requires that (1) the 
contracts of such agreements be made publicly available, (2) 
the contract negotiations be concluded before the end of 
2021 and the contract period be no longer than three years, 
and (3) the need to include a scenario that describes how the 
publication venue will be converted to full OA when the 
contract expires. 

The transformative agreement is designed to reduce the 
double-dipping of subscription fees and APCs and to 
transform hybrid journals to OAJs, eventually eliminating 
subscription fees. This is welcomed by academic institutions 
that have had to endure high subscription costs. This also 
applies to academic institutions in non-Plan S countries if 
contract details are made publicly available and negotiations 
with publishers can be conducted on an equal footing with 
Plan S countries. Libraries that have been negotiating with 
publishers will feel a sense of relief. Japan which has 
recently announced to work on a pilot for transformative 
agreement will be able to negotiate with publishers with 
more confidence [22]. However, from the publishers 
perspective, such contract requirements will hinder their 
business considerably. There is also strong objection to the 
short transition period [12]. 

III. ANALYZING THE IMPACT OF PLAN S 

The thought experiment in chapter II scrutinized the 
impact on various stakeholders for each Plan S requirement. 
This thought experiment revealed some characteristics for 
different regions or countries. This chapter describes these 
characteristics revealed for a) non-Plan S countries, b) non-
English speaking countries, c) Japan, and d) developing 
countries. In particular, the thought experiment revealed 
important differences in the impact of Plan S in developed 
and developing countries. 

The thought experiment also revealed that the academic 
institutions, libraries, and researchers are similarly affected 
by Plan S, even though their viewpoints and related reactions 
may be different. The effects on publishers and the 
publishing arms of learned societies, however, will differ 
from the impact of Plan S on the academic community. The 
following analysis compares the impact of Plan S on the 
academic community and on publishers in various country 
categories. 

A. Impact of Plan S on non-Plan S countries 

The main difference between Plan S countries and non-
Plan S countries is that academic institutions and researchers 
in Plan S countries must adhere to the Plan S requirements, 
whereas in non-Plan S countries, there is no such obligation. 
However, this does not mean that non-Plan S countries are 
unaffected. If Plan S requirements become the norm, non-
Plan S countries will ultimately need to follow the 
requirements, likely without any additional support, which 
could place them in a highly disadvantageous position. 
Moreover, Plan S countries will very likely raise their 
visibility and research competitiveness through the Plan S 
efforts, whereas non-Plan S countries lag behind. 

Publishers of international journals will be affected by 
Plan S implementation whether or not they actually reside in 
Plan S countries. However, publishers residing in Plan S 
countries or countries nearby have a greater chance of 
receiving support for developing Plan S-compliant OAJs or 
OAPs. Should Plan S become the world standard, smaller 
publishers in non-Plan S countries could be disadvantaged to 
the point that they would be forced to shut down or merge 



with larger commercial publishers. The consequences for 
publishers publishing in the local language(s) are discussed 
in the next section. 

B. Impact of Plan S on non-English speaking countries 
such as Asia 

In non-English speaking countries, scholarly articles and 
the exchange of ideas are generally written in the local 
language. Particularly in the case of Asian countries, the 
language does not use the Western alphabet. Such countries 
tend to have a local scholarly communication ecosystem that 
is isolated from the global system that conducts its 
communications in English. 

In these non-English speaking countries, the impact of 
Plan S on non-Plan S countries noted in section III-A will be 
felt by researchers—especially in the STEM fields—who 
publish in international English-language journals. The 
discussion in section III-A also applies to publishers in non-
English speaking countries who publish international 
journals in English. 

On the other hand, some academic communities working 
in the local language—especially researchers in the 
humanities and social sciences—tend to be more isolated 
from the system of international scholarly communication. In 
these cases, Plan S will have less immediate impact. 
Although researchers who publish in English will likely ride 
the initial wave, those working in local language are less apt 
to keep up with the trend, as they often work on a smaller 
scale. As a consequence, Plan S may cause a significant 
sector of the local academic community to be even more 
isolated from the rest of the world. As diversity of ideas is 
fundamental to scholarly communication, such a 
consequence is not desirable. 

C. Impact of Plan S on Japan 

In this section, the impact of Plan S, especially on Japan, 
is discussed. The general impact can be inferred from the 
discussion in sections III-A and III-B. 

As mentioned in sections II-9 and II-10, Japan has a 
governmentally funded OA publishing platform, J-Stage, and 
an institutional repository cloud service, JAIRO Cloud. 
Although there are no restrictions regarding language, the 
contents of both platforms are mostly Japanese research 
publications, along with some English-language entries. J-
Stage publishes more than 2800 journals and 4.8 million 
articles, mostly by learned societies in Japan. JAIRO Cloud 
is used by more than 460 universities. The institutional 
repositories contain nearly three million items if the contents 
of institutional repositories set up by individual universities 
are included. Almost half of the contents are departmental 
bulletin papers, and about 20% are journal articles. Doctoral 
theses are increasing in number, as it has been mandated that 
they be made openly available since 2013 [23]. 

These homegrown platforms do not fully meet the Plan S 
requirements, especially the requirements for interoperability 
and the provision of contents in the XML format. If the Plan 
S requirements become the norm, these platforms will be 

forced to adapt, as interoperability will become a powerful 
tool in scholarly communication. The system itself can be 
upgraded technically if the government decides to allocate 
the budget. However, converting each of the contents to the 
XML format requires considerable work and a recurrent cost 
that would be difficult to afford for most libraries in Japan. 

On the other hand, it may be worth considering providing 
the services of these Japanese platforms to the international 
community, including Plan S countries. They are among the 
most developed publishing platforms in the world; they work 
on a large scale and cover the entire country. JAIRO Cloud, 
the institutional repository cloud service, is unique and 
highly regarded as a service that frees libraries from the need 
to install and maintain their own system and allows them to 
concentrate on work at the content level. Several Asian 
countries, including Malaysia and Myanmar, and the West 
Central African Research and Education Network 
(WACREN) have already committed to introducing JAIRO 
Cloud into their country or region [24]. JAIRO Cloud plans 
to enhance its functionality based on Next Generation 
Repositories, which would enable the institutional 
repositories to host journal peer review and serve as a 
publishing arm as an overlay of its contents preserving 
function [25]. If successfully implemented, JAIRO Cloud 
deployed across the world could provide a journal publishing 
platform apart from commercial publishers. 

Japan is said to be one of the few countries that provides 
higher education in the mother language. This contrasts 
sharply with most of the non-English speaking countries in 
Asia, where English textbooks and publishing in English-
language journals are the norm. This characteristic makes 
Japan even more isolated than other non-English speaking 
countries. It is highly desirable that Japan promote full and 
immediate OA that conforms to the standards of Plan S in 
order to enhance its visibility in the academic world. Thus far, 
however, no Japanese funding agencies have expressed 
interest in Plan S. Should Japan fail to initiate steps in this 
direction, it is likely to become even more isolated from the 
rest of the world as the Plan S-affected countries increase 
their visibility and become even more interconnected. 

D. Impact of Plan S on developing countries 

In some important respects, developing countries can be 
regarded as beneficiaries of Plan S. In general, developing 
countries have less access to scholarly contents. This gap 
will close if more contents become OA through Plan S. The 
requirement of Plan S for APC waivers for authors in low-
income countries and discounts for authors in middle-income 
countries will allow scholars in developing countries to 
publish without financial constraints. However, it should be 
noted that the APC waiver and discounts as well as linking 
APCs to publishing are highly criticized as the former 
becomes marketing strategies for publishers and as the latter 
gives local OA journals which operated without APCs reason 
to start charging APCs [26]. 

It is generally true that the scholarly impact of developing 
countries in the international sphere has been rather limited. 
Researchers in these countries tend to rely more on 



institutional repositories or local publishing platforms for the 
dissemination of their scholarly contents rather than on 
international journals. The broad implementation of Plan S 
requirements may be a severe blow to these repositories, as 
they would likely be unable to adapt to the Plan S 
interoperability requirement. This would further reduce the 
ability of researchers in developing countries to participate in 
the exchange of international scholarly communications. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

This paper reports the results of a thought experiment that 
considered the impact of Plan S requirements on various 
stakeholders, with particular focus on non-Plan S countries, 
non-English speaking countries, Japan, and developing 
countries. 

Although non-Plan S countries are not directly affected 
by the plan, if the requirements of Plan S become the norm, 
many of the non-Plan S countries will feel the need to meet 
the requirements in order to stay research competitive. 
Insofar as these countries may lack the support available in 
Plan S countries, they are likely to face a greater challenge 
and find themselves at a relative disadvantage. For non-
English speaking countries, Plan S may damage the local 
scholarly communication ecosystem, resulting in less diverse 
international communications. In Japan, if the local OA 
platform J-Stage and the institutional repository cloud 
service JAIRO Cloud are unable or unwilling to meet the 
Plan S interoperability requirements, especially at the 
operational (versus technical) level, Japanese visibility in the 
international scholarly community will almost certainly be 
diminished. On the other hand, these platforms could be used 
by the international community as a publishing arm distinct 
from commercial publishers. As for developing countries, 
Plan S, in general, will enhance the international scholarly 
communication of these countries. However, the local 
scholarly communication systems on which these countries 
tend to be more reliant might be damaged, with a consequent 
reduction in international visibility. 

Considering the potential consequences of Plan S to non-
Plan S countries, especially in damaging the local scholarly 
communication ecosystem, it might be worthwhile to explore 
alternative ways for realizing full and immediate OA by 
learning from these local practices. Not only Japan but Latin 
American countries are also well known for its 
governmentally funded OA platforms which do not require 
APCs [27]. China had also stated that “wide range of OA 
support approaches to no-fee OA journals should be 
encouraged” when it announced to act in line with the Plan S 
in December 2018 [28]. 

True scholarly communication happens not on a country-
wide scale; rather, it is globally interconnected. Plan S 
impacts countries outside those that have formally adopted 
Plan S. A comprehensive assessment of the impact of Plan S 
on non-Plan S countries and a vision for OA scholarly 
communication suited to the digital age on a global scale are 
clearly needed. 
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TABLE I.  PERSUMED IMPACT OF PLAN S REQUIREMENTS TO DIFFENT STAKEHOLDERS IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES 

Plan S countries non-Plan S countries Regions
Acad. Inst. Libraries Researchers Funders Learned Soc. Publishers Acad. Inst. Libraries Researchers Funders Learned Soc. Publishers non-Plan S countries non-English countries Develop. Countries Japan

1 Aim and Scope ○ ○ ○
      △
Difficult to support
APCs

      △
・Business of
publishing arm
hindered

      △
・Business hindered

○ ○ ○
      △
Difficult to support
APCs

      △
・Difficult to adapt;
decreased visibility

      △
・Difficult to adapt;
decreased visibility

○

    ○〜△
・Benefits from OA
・Local publishing gets
isolated

○

    ○〜△
・Benefits from OA
・Local publishing gets
isolated

2 Plan S Compliance ○ ○

      △
・Frustration on
limited publication
outlets

      △
Difficult to support
APCs

      △
・Business of
publishing arm
hindered

      ×
・Business hindered

      △
・Decreased visibility
・Lack of resources
to provide APCs,
repositories

      △
・Lack of resources
and enforcement of
mandate

      △
・Difficult to afford
APCs

      △
・Difficult to acquire
budget for APC
support

      △
・Difficult to adapt
and decreased
visibility; shut down
or merger?

      △
・Difficult to adapt
and decreased
visibility; shut down
or merger?

      △
・Increased OAJ puts
burden on APCs;
research comptitiveness
decreased

      △
・Increased OAJ puts
burden on APCs;
research comptitiveness
decreased
・Local publishing gets
isolated

○

      △
・Increased OAJ puts
burden on APCs;
research comptitiveness
decreased
・Local publishing gets
isolated

3 Publication Costs ○ ○
      △
・(APC required)

○

      △
・Business of
publishing arm
hindered

      ×
・Business hindered

○ ○
      △
・Difficult to afford
APC

      △
・Difficult to acquire
budget for APC
support

      ×
・Business hindered;
shut down or merger?

      ×
・Business hindered;
shut down or merger?

○ ○ ○ ○

4

Supporting Quality
Open Access
Journals and
Platforms

○ ○ ○

      △
Difficult to acquire
budget and provide
appropriate
instruction

○ ○

      △
・Lack of resources
to provide OA
platforms

      △
・Difficult to provide
repository and
registering support

○

      △
・Difficult to acquire
budget and provide
appropriate
instruction

      ×
・Disadvantaged to
Plan S countries; shut
down or merger?

      ×
・Disadvantaged to
Plan S countries; shut
down or merger?

      △
・Disadvantaged to Plan
S countries; decreased
visibility

      △
・Disadvantaged to Plan
S countries; decreased
visibility

      △
・Disadvantaged to Plan
S countries; decreased
visibility

      △
・Disadvantaged to Plan
S countries; decreased
visibility

5 Timeline ○ ○ ○ ○
      △
・Difficult to meet
requirement

      ×
・Difficult to meet
requirement

― ― ― ―
      △
・Difficult to meet
requirement

      △
・Difficult to meet
requirement

ー ー ー ー

6 Review ○ ○ ○ ○
      △
・Difficult to meet
requirement

      ×
・Difficult to meet
requirement

― ― ― ―
      △
・Difficult to meet
requirement

      △
・Difficult to meet
requirement

ー ー ー ー

7
Compliance and
Sanctioning

      △
・Burden to set up
governance within
institution

○
      △
・Discontent to be
forced

○
      △
・Number of authors
affected

      ×
・Number of authors
affected

      △
・Concerned about
the sanction method

―
      △
・Concerned about
the sanction method

      △
・Concerned about
the sanction method

      △
・Number of authors
affected

      △
・Number of authors
affected

      △
・Concerned about the
sanction method

      △
・Concerned about the
sanction method

―
      △
・Concerned about the
sanction method

8 Licensing and Rights ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
      ×
・Business hindered

○ ○ ○ ○ ○
      ×
・Business hindered

○ ○ ○ ○

9

9.1
  Basic mandatory
criteria

○ ○ ○ ○
      △
・Publishing arm
affected

      ×
・Business hindered

○ ○ ○ ○ ○
      ×
・Business hindered

○ ○ ○ ○

9.2
  Mandatory quality
criteria

○

      △
・Too high
requirement for
metadata, etc.

○ ○

      △
・Not enough
resources to meet
requirement

      ×
・Business hindered
・Unrecoverable cost
for quality works

○

      △
・Too high
requirement for
metadata, etc.

○ ○

      △
・Not enough
resources to meet
requirement

      ×
・Business hindered
・Unrecoverable cost
for quality works

      △
・Too high requirement
for metadata, etc.

      △
・Too high requirement
for metadata, etc.

○
      △
・Too high requirement
for metadata, etc.

9.3
  Recommended
additional criteria

○

      △
・Too high
requirement for
metadata, etc.

○ ○

      △
・Not enough
resources to meet
requirement

      ×
・Business hindered
・Unrecoverable cost
for quality works

○

      △
・Too high
requirement for
metadata, etc.

○ ○

      △
・Not enough
resources to meet
requirement

      ×
・Business hindered
・Unrecoverable cost
for quality works

      △
・Too high requirement
for metadata, etc.

      △
・Too high requirement
for metadata, etc.

○
      △
・Too high requirement
for metadata, etc.

10

10.1
  Requirements for
authors and
publishers

      △
・Burden to provide
repositories and
registering support

      △
・Difficult to provide
repository and
registering support

      △
・Burden to register
article to repositories

○
      ×
・Publishing revenue
affected

      ×
・Business hindered
・Unrecoverable cost
for quality works

      △
・Difficult to provide
repositories and
registering support

      △
・Difficult to provide
repository and
registering support

ー ○
      ×
・Publishing revenue
affected

      ×
・Business hindered
・Unrecoverable cost
for quality works

      △
・Difficult to provide
repository and
registering support

      △
・Difficult to provide
repository and
registering support

ー

      △
・Difficult to realize
immediate OA (JAIRO
Cloud)

10.2

   Requirements for
Plan S compliant
Open Access
repositories

      ×
・Too high
requirement for
repositories

      ×
・Too high
requirement for
repositories

○ ○

      ×
・Too high
requirement for
repositories

      ×
・Business hindered

      △
・Difficult to provide
repositories and
registering support

      △
・Difficult to provide
repository and
registering support

ー ○

      ×
・Too high
requirement for
repositories

      ×
・Business hindered

      △
・Difficult to provide
repository and
registering support

      △
・Difficult to provide
repository and
registering support

ー

      △
・Difficult to meet
technical requirement
（JAIRO Cloud）

11
Transformative
Agreements

    ○〜△
・Tight timeline

    ○〜△
・Tight timeline

○ ○
      △
・Publishing arm
affected

      ×
・Too tight timeline

      △
・Difficult to
negotiate

      △
・Difficult to
negotiate

      △
・Disadvantaged
without APC support

○
      △
・Publishing arm
affected

      △
・Difficult to make
similar contract

      △
・Difficult to negotiate

      △
・Difficult to negotiate

      ○
・Benefits from full OA
and APC waivers

      △
・Difficult to negotiate

Open Access Journals and Platforms

Deposition of Scholarly Content in Open Access Repositories

Plan S Requirements

 
a. ○: positive, △: have reservations, ×: negative 

b. This table was created to conduct the thought experiment. By filling in the cells, considerations of each stakeholder could be examined. Therefore, this table must not be conceived as final result; rather, it serves as a 
reference how different stakeholders in different countries might react to Plan S requirements. 

 


